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Dear Global Investor,              April 30th, 2021 
 

RE: INTAC Investment Commentary 2021-Q1 
 
PLEASE READ IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS AT THE END OF THIS COMMENTARY. 
 
This INTAC Investment Commentary 2021-Q1 (“IIC”) covers the following topics: 
 
 INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE VS. RELEVANT BENCHMARKS REVIEW & ANALYSIS 

(Pages 2 - 5) 
 
 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE CURRENT INVESTMENT STRATEGIES, STUDIES, 

ANALYSIS, AND INDICATORS USED TO ASSIST ME WITH GENERATING INTAC’S 
STELLAR RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE PERFORMANCE SINCE 2015-YE (Pages 5 – 6) 

 
 UPDATE ON THE ONGOING GOLD AND PRECIOUS METALS MINING SHARES / FUNDS / 

ETF’S AND/OR GOLD AND/OR SILVER BULLION AND/OR RELATED INVESTMENTS 
(“G&PM”) TRADING RANGE RESULTING FROM THE ONGOING INFLATIONARY 
TRANSITION PERIOD (Pages 6 – 29) 

 
 UPDATE ON THE LONG TERM PRIMARY FUNDAMENTAL DRIVERS OF THE G&PM 

SECULAR BULL MARKET (Pages 29 – 31) 
 
 REBALANCING & WHERE WE ARE IN THE ONGOING G&PM SECULAR BULL MARKET 

(Pages 31 - 38) 
 
 CHARTS FOR TIMING THE NEXT G&PM INTERMEDIATE CYCLE LOW (ICL) (Page 39) 

 
 SELECT GOLD & SILVER MINING ETF/FUND/& COMPANY CHARTS (Pages 39 - 84) 

 
 LIST OF IMPORTANT CALENDAR EVENTS THAT CAN AFFECT THE G&PM SECTOR (I.E. 

FOMC MEETING & NFP DATES FOR 2021) (Pages 84 - 85) 
 
 CONCLUDING REMARKS (Pages 86 - 105) 

 
This IIC covers a lot of information, however, most pages simply contain one large chart, so the reader may find 
this IIC easily digestible.  Further, the reader may choose to select the topics most interested to him or her by going 
directly to the pages noted in the subjects listed above.  Additionally, I have attached separate research pieces 
covering IS STAGFLATION COMING APR 14, 2021 NOURIEL ROUBINI (2 pages) and BITCOIN & 
CRYPTOCURRENCIES RELATED RESEARCH (14 pages).  This additional research is made available for those 
who are wanting to do a deeper dive into these topic. 
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INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE VS. RELEVANT BENCHMARKS REVIEW & 
ANALYSIS: 
 
In the period covering the first quarter of 2021, I had managed to add to our stellar outperformance over the past 
five plus years having called and managed the G&PM pull back since August 5th, 2020 very well and having reduced 
INTAC’s silver mining share overweight very effectively over the period.  However, on March 24th, 2021 one of 
our core event driven special situation investments (i.e. Resolute Mining Limited (RSG-ASX) (“RSG”)) 
experienced a significant share price drawdown.  Specifically, RSG had issues with its license for its project in 
Ghana and while the license in question does not relate to a core asset for RSG this news caused some shareholders 
to panic sell with significant volume having traded hands.  With 30 years of investment management experience, I 
have found that the current issues RSG is experiencing to most often be an excellent opportunity for investors and 
a potential acquirer to cheaply gain sizable exposure to a mining company that has great assets and cashflow.  For 
example a potential acquirer that may already be interested in acquiring all of the shares of RSG would likely be 
motivated to see the Ghanaian Honourable Minister of Lands and Natural Resources (i.e. Hon, Samuel A Jinapor) 
temporarily terminate the mining lease for the Bibiani Gold Mine (i.e. a non-core asset belonging to RSG) to prevent 
its sale to a Chinese firm thus keeping this asset in RSG while also causing the share price to decline on large 
volume allowing a potential acquirer to be able to accumulate a sizable position in RSG on the cheap.  This is 
merely speculation on my part; however, the world of M&A is often extraordinarily complex.  What I am confident 
in is that the core assets of RSG are extremely valuable and worth far more than the current market capitalization 
of RSG and that RSG does have the cash flow, resources, and staying power to unlock this value either organically 
and/or through strategic opportunities.  Thus, INTAC did not sell any shares of RSG during the news and related 
price draw down.  INTAC used this as an opportunity to further increase our position.  So, in fact, I created 
significant alpha, in the 2021-Q1 period, that was masked by the current draw down in RSG that I suspect will be 
realized if/when the valuation of RSG more accurately reflects the value of the company’s core assets.  Having all 
my hard work and related outperformance (i.e. market timing strategies, hedging strategies, silver rotation strategies, 
among others) over the 2021-Q1 period masked by an end of period drawdown in RSG was disappointing.  
However, I see this alpha present in our underlying performance attribution and if my belief that RSG will recoup 
the unrealized losses then this real and present hidden alpha will be unlocked.  Further, if RSG can eventually (e.g. 
after some ongoing distribution and accumulation) go onto to unlock the true value of its core assets (e.g. either 
through organic initiatives and/or strategic alternative / M&A initiatives) then even further alpha will be unlocked 
by not having sold shares during this period and even further by having added to RSG during this event.  Please see 
attached RSG-ASX INFORMATION BINDER 21-04-29 ( 28 pages) for further information. 
 
In any event the INTAC Investment Philosophy Aggressive has GAINED 331% in USD terms since 2015-YE to 
April 16th, 2021 and these returns are net of all management fees and all expenses.  SINCE 2015-YE, MY MULTI 
STRATEGY - MODEL DRIVEN G&PM INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT PROCESS HAS DELIVERED 
SIGNIFICANT OUTPERFORMANCE/ALPHA, RELATIVE TO ALL G&PM ETF’S / FUNDS / & 
INDICES AND RELATIVE TO MOST ALL FUND MANAGERS GLOBALLY (i.e. that we are aware of). 
 
My multi strategy – model driven - G&PM investment and risk management process commenced on December 
31st, 2015 and has significantly outperformed all relevant and comparable G&PM Strategies and G&PM Mining 
Indices since 2015-YE (i.e. that we are aware of).  Specifically, INTAC has significantly outperformed all non-
leveraged G&PM Mining ETF’s, all leveraged G&PM Mining ETF’s, all actively managed G&PM Mining Funds, 
and all G&PM Mining Indices, in USD dollar terms, as well as Gold Bullion and the S&P 500 Index (not a relevant 
comparable).  Please refer to the INTAC Performance Review table below: 
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INTAC Performance Review:        

Investment / Index / ETF 

% Chng 
Period 
(Dec 31, 
2020 - 
Apr 16, 
2021) 

2020 % 
Chng 
(Dec 31, 
2019 - 
Dec 31, 
2020) 

2019 % 
Chng 
(Dec 
31, 
2018 - 
Dec 31, 
2019) 

2018 % 
Chng 
(Dec 31, 
2017 – 
Dec 31, 
2018) 

2017 % 
Chng 
(Dec 31, 
2016 – 
Dec 31, 
2017) 

2016 % 
Chng 
(Dec 31, 
2015 – 
Dec 31, 
2016) 

Cumm % 
Chng 
(Dec 31, 
2015 - 
Apr 16, 
2021) 

INTAC Investment 
Philosophy Aggressive -12.6% 54.0% 83.2% -37.4% 32.1% 111.2% 331.0% 

S&P 500 Index 11.4% 16.3% 28.9% -6.2% 19.4% 9.5% 104.8% 
Gold Bullion Spot Price -6.4% 25.1% 18.3% -1.6% 13.2% 8.5% 67.4% 
Global X Silver Miners ETF (SIL) -3.6% 37.5% 31.4% -22.8% 1.7% 73.5% 137.7% 
VanEck Vectors Gold Miners 
ETF (GDX) 0.0% 23.0% 38.8% -9.3% 11.1% 52.5% 162.6% 

VanEck Vectors Junior Gold 
Miners ETF (GDXJ) -7.2% 28.3% 39.8% -11.5% 8.2% 64.2% 161.9% 

Direxion Daily Gold Miners Index 
Bull 3X (NUGT) -4.0% -60.2% 99.1% -44.8% 3.7% 57.3% -31.4% 

Direxion Daily Junior Gold 
Miners Index Bull 3X (JNUG) -24.4% -85.6% 81.3% -48.1% -20.4% 79.7% -85.3% 

The above INTAC returns are for all client account invested capital and are net the annual management fee and all expenses but exclude any performance fee.  
Returns are calculated by Mark Andrew Robinson (Compliance for INTAC) and verified by Deloitte & Touche.  
 
In our research of the worldwide selection of G&PM investment managers (e.g. see www.minerialfunds.com for 
all G&PM Fund performance details), INTAC ranks as the #1 Top Performing G&PM Investment Manager in the 
World since 2015-YE based on USD return comparisons.  This significant alpha / outperformance was achieved 
through my multi strategy - model driven - G&PM investment management process - which is fully scalable due to 
our diverse and highly liquid book of G&PM investments. 
 
SINCE 2015-YE MY MULTI STRATEGY - MODEL DRIVEN G&PM INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT 
PROCESS HAS GENERATED MORE THAN DOUBLE THE RETURN OF GDX AND GDXJ, THE 
WORLD’S TWO LARGEST GOLD & PRECIOUS METALS MINING EXCHANGE TRADED FUNDS. 
 
Further, these excess returns were generated with significantly less risk as my G&PM strategies often included 
significant market neutral pairs trading strategies and other significant hedging strategies since 2015-YE.  This is 
reflected in the stellar Sortino ratio of 2.40 for INTAC’s active G&PM prime brokerage trading account (see the 
Risk Analysis Table in the Risk Measures Benchmark Comparison on the next page). 
 
INTAC’s Alpha (i.e. Excess Returns) have been generated through the creation and implementation of multiple 
investment strategies which utilize a model driven investment process focused principally on the G&PM sector.  
For example, I construct and manage: Relative Value Investment Strategies (e.g. long a basket of select G&PM 
stocks and short G&PM ETF’s (e.g. often GDX)), Event Driven / Special Situation Investment Strategies (e.g. 
overweight select takeover candidates within the long G&PM basket), Market Capitalization Rotation Investment 
Strategies, Sector Rotation Investment Strategies, Currency (e.g. CAD/USD, AUD/USD, MXN/USD, & 
GBP/USD) Hedging Strategies, and a Models Driven Market Timing Investment Strategy whereby INTAC’s net 
exposure may be significantly increased (e.g. including the use of margin) or decreased (e.g. to 100% cash 
equivalents and/or gold and/or silver bullion and/or to a net short G&PM exposure) at opportune times with the 
focus on G&PM. 
 

http://www.minerialfunds.com/
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Bottom line, my G&PM Indicators, that I use, together with numerous other studies, analysis, and indicators, (e.g. 
Fundamental Analysis, Macro Economic Analysis, Geopolitical Analysis, Interest Rate & Inflation Analysis, Inter 
Markets Analysis, Fund Flows Analysis, COT & ETF Positioning Analysis, Elliot Wave Analysis, Sentiment 
Analysis, Cycle Analysis, and Technical Analysis) to try to determine where we are in the G&PM cycle, which I 
discussed at length in my IIC 2018-Q2, and which I implemented and have significantly refined, especially since 
December 31st 2015, have greatly assisted me in generating significant outperformance for INTAC since December 
31st 2015.  Further, I am happy to report that the more recent adjustments I have made to my studies, analysis, and 
indicators, since the commencement of 2019, regarding my early recognition / belief that we have entered the second 
half of the G&PM secular bull market (i.e. that I discussed in my past IIC’s), have further improved my G&PM 
investment management process and results - ESPECIALLY ON A RISK ADJUSTED BASIS.  This is 
demonstrated in the above INTAC Performance Review Table and in the below Risk Measures Benchmark 
Comparison for INTAC’s active G&PM prime brokerage trading account through INTAC’s ongoing robust and 
stellar absolute and risk adjusted outperformance. 
 
Thus, in arithmetic terms, since 2015-YE to April 16th, 2021, I am happy to report that I have been able to 
generate for you: 
 226% OF EXCESS RETURNS TO THAT OF THE S&P 500; 
 264% OF EXCESS RETURNS TO THAT OF GOLD BULLION; 
 193% OF EXCESS RETURNS TO THAT OF SIL (i.e. Silver Miners ETF); 
 168% OF EXCESS RETURNS TO THAT OF GDX; 
 169% OF EXCESS RETURNS TO THAT OF GDXJ; AND IN ABSOLUTE TERMS, 
 528% OF OUTPERFORMANCE TO THAT OF NUGT; AND 
 2,832% OF OUTPERFORMANCE TO THAT OF JNUG! 
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In the above table VAMI is indexed back to 1,000 on the start date such that GLD (i.e. gold) gained 43.7% and 
INTAC’s active G&PM prime brokerage account gained 377% over the analysis period.  We are even more pleased 
to report that, since 2015-YE, this outperformance was attained with even better risk adjusted performance.  I was 
able to significantly reduced risk, on numerous occasions, through high levels of cash, reduced net G&PM exposure 
and even negative net G&PM exposure - often at opportune times and through my effective implementation of pairs 
trading strategies and other market timing and hedging strategies.  For example, on numerous occasions I have sold 
GDX short relative to longs in select best of breed mid-tier gold and silver producing mining companies and longs 
in the World’s best performing active G&PM Funds (i.e. as basket pairs trades) which reduced our portfolio’s 
overall risk profile through the implementation of a beta adjusted market neutral strategy while pro-offering 
attractive combined returns over the medium to long term.  Again, these strategies proved highly effective during 
the G&PM drawdowns in 2020. 
 
My focus remains on the best G&PM producers, in the mid-tier to the higher end of the junior market capitalization 
space, that have excellent liquidity, including the best silver producers, as well as G&PM Funds / ETF’s that in turn 
focus on the same.  As an active investment manager, in the G&PM sector, I remain focused on gold and silver 
producers with the highest quality assets, effective management teams with a commitment to maximizing free cash 
flow / profits and returns to shareholders often through dividends.  Through an emphasis on high quality companies, 
with good liquidity and attractive buying power, my investment approach is intended to deliver superior returns 
under all market conditions relative to a passive holding in gold & silver mining equities. 
 
I forecasted, in my IIC 2018-Q1, that the second major leg up in the 2nd half of the Secular G&PM Bull Market 
would begin in 2018-Q4.  Further, when others were panicking, during the G&PM take-down in August and 
September 2018, I remained confident in my analysis and forecasts.  In fact, due to my extensive analytical work, 
which I partially expressed in my G&PM Indicators, which I presented and discussed at length in my IIC 2018-Q2, 
I concluded that our G&PM investments were a screaming buy during the August and September 2018 G&PM sell 
off.  The same events unfolded in late February and the first half of March 2020, and I was able to capitalize on 
these even better this time around due to the improvements I made to my system since the start of 2019.  I suspect 
that the low prices seen in G&PM in 2020-Q1 may not be seen again in this Secular G&PM Bull Market and 
potentially not for an exceptionally long time. 
 
As previously wrote, I expect the next decade will provide - A Biblical Deliverance Through Precious 
Metals Investments - for informed investors, from the darkness that will be cast in the Global Debt Super 
Cycle Reset (“GDSR”).  This process is initially being realized in a stair step fashion and as asset allocation shifts 
into G&PM continue to progress the advancing phases in G&PM should increase in magnitude.  However, as 
predicted this ongoing G&PM consolidation may develop into a trading range that may last 18 months or so from 
the August 5th, 2020, highs.  So, we are now approximately nine months into this consolidation which is the halfway 
mark and often the ultimate low of a range trading market occurs around the halfway mark.  It is possible that the 
lows at the end of March 2021 were the ultimate low for this ongoing G&PM consolidation / range trading market.  
However, I am not totally convinced just yet, it is also possible that May 25/25 and/or June/July/or August 2021 
will mark the ultimate low for this ongoing consolidation / range trading market.  It is also possible that there will 
be a higher retest of the lows later in the year (e.g. December 4th to 24th 2021) and that the upper end of the trading 
range may not be exceeded until 2022-Q1.  As difficult as short-term timing the G&PM market is this ongoing 
consolidation / range trading market should be viewed as an excellent buying opportunity(ies) by long term G&PM 
Investors. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE CURRENT INVESTMENT STRATEGIES, 
STUDIES, ANALYSIS, AND INDICATORS USED TO ASSIST ME WITH 
GENERATING INTAC’S STELLAR RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE 
PERFORMANCE SINCE 2015-YE: 
 
Currently, the INTAC MANAGED ALLOCATION & GOLD ASSET CLASS PORTFOLIO (“IMA&GACP”), 
the sole investment strategy in the INTAC Investment Philosophy Aggressive, is not asset class, sector, and/or 
industry diversified.  The IMA&GACP is currently principally invested in an overweight and sometimes leveraged 
G&PM strategy.  This currently represents an overweight, and at times leveraged, exposure to primarily only one 
sector being G&PM, however the IMA&GACP may or may not be allocated, all or in part, to other asset classes, 
any geographical regions, sectors, and/or industries, etc. without restriction, without notice and short selling and the 
use of leverage is permitted. 
 
INTAC’s Alpha (i.e. Excess Returns) have been generated through the creation and implementation of multiple 
investment strategies which utilize a model driven investment process focused principally on the G&PM sector.  
INTAC constructs and manages: Relative Value Investment Strategies (e.g. long a basket of select G&PM stocks 
and short G&PM ETF’s (e.g. GDX)), Event Driven / Special Situation Investment Strategies (e.g. overweight select 
takeover candidates within the long G&PM basket), Market Capitalization Rotation Investment Strategies, Sector 
Rotation Investment Strategies (e.g. gold, silver, etc.), Currency (e.g. CAD/USD, AUD/USD, MXN/USD, & 
GBP/USD) Hedging Strategies, and a Models Driven Market Timing Investment Strategy whereby INTAC’s net 
exposure may be significantly increased (e.g. including the use of leverage) or decreased (e.g. to 100% cash 
equivalents and/or gold and/or silver bullion and/or even at times to a net short G&PM exposure) ideally at 
opportune times with the focus on G&PM. 
 
INTAC’s G&PM Models and Indicators together with numerous other studies, analysis, and indicators, (e.g. 
Fundamental Analysis, Macro Economic Analysis, Geopolitical Analysis, Interest Rate & Inflation Analysis, Inter 
Markets Analysis, Fund Flows Analysis, COT & ETF Positioning Analysis, Elliot Wave Analysis, Sentiment 
Analysis, Cycle Analysis, and Technical Analysis) are utilized in an effort to determine where we are in the G&PM 
cycle, which I discussed at length in my past INTAC Investment Commentaries.  I have implemented and 
significantly refined, since December 31st, 2015, these Models, Indicators, Studies, and Analysis which have 
greatly assisted me in generating significant outperformance since December 31st, 2015 for INTAC.  Further, 
INTAC is happy to report that the more recent adjustments I have made to my Models, Indicators, Studies, and 
Analysis since the commencement of 2019, regarding my early recognition / belief that we have entered the second 
half of the G&PM secular bull market (i.e. that I discussed at length in INTAC’s past IIC’s), have further improved 
my G&PM investment management process and results - ESPECIALLY ON A RISK ADJUSTED BASIS.  This is 
demonstrated in the previous INTAC Performance & Risk Measures Benchmark Comparison Table on page 4 
through INTAC’s ongoing robust and stellar risk adjusted outperformance (i.e. U***3041 the blue line is the 
INTAC G&PM prime brokerage account): 
 
 
UPDATE ON THE ONGOING G&PM TRADING RANGE RESULTING FROM 
THE ONGOING INFLATIONARY TRANSITION PERIOD: 
 
In my past IIC 2020-YE I called the run up in both nominal bond yields and real yields and forecast the selloff in 
G&PM and the bond market.  I also wrote that the FED and US Treasury cannot let the yield curve move up 
too fast / far as this would cause grave trouble for policy makers multi-trillion-dollar investment into 
generating “The Wealth Effect” through their “US Managed Markets” (e.g. managing Interest Rates, FX 
Rates, Debt Prices / Yields, Real Estate Prices / Yields, Equity Prices / Yields, and Important Commodity 
Prices, etc.). 
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In my IIC 2020-YE I wrote: “Maybe nominal yields on the 10 Year US Treasury can rise to 1.25%, or 
1.5%, or possibly even 2%... or in terms of the 10 Year Real Interest Rate -80 bps or -70 bps or even -50 
bps... before the “US Managed Markets” become too hard to manage, even for the FED working closely 
with the US Treasury..., and a market-based revolt ensues.  While I expect the US Treasury curve to 
continue bear steepening, the upside to 10-year yields is ultimately capped by the Fed’s policy.  I believe 
that there are low odds that 10-year yields will sustainably punch above 1.5% in 2021.” 
 
Also, as I previously discussed at length in several of my past IIC’s, the FED and US Treasury will 
ultimately be forced to institute formal hard Yield Curve Control (“YCC”) measures when sustainable 
inflation takes hold and/or when credit quality issues come into question from an excessively high All 
Sector Debt to GDP Ratio. 
 
In my IIC 2020-YE I wrote:  “Until then, the FED will do everything it can to control the US bond market 
and keep the rise in nominal yields gradual, by continuing its ongoing soft YCC measures already in place 
and through its ongoing rhetoric, during the initial on and off again inflation transition period (i.e. when 
inflation increases temporarily due to base effects, then falls back, then increases again due to some 
capacity constraints, then falls back as capacity increases). 
 
As the output GAP gradually closes, the process of on and off again inflation that does not sustainably 
get ahead of the on and off again rises in nominal yields, should create the “Last Great Buying 
Opportunity in G&PM” potentially over the coming months.  The past six months consolidation and range 
building in G&PM is already reflecting this dynamic.  I suspect that this G&PM range trading market 
may carry on for a while longer which hopefully INTAC can continue to capitalize on through effective 
market timing and exposure management.  Later this year when the forward-looking data indicates that 
the output GAP is getting closer to sustainably closing and thus sustainable gradual inflation is nigh (i.e. 
initially gradual inflation...), I envisage an upside breakout of the G&PM trading range will occur.  
However, the low end of this G&PM trading range may not be far off.  Also a possible retest (e.g. possibly 
slightly higher or lower) may occur after this (e.g. potentially in June / July) and a possible higher back 
test may also occur later in the year (e.g. in 2021-Q4) prior to my expected G&PM upside breakout.  This 
upside G&PM breakout will launch the third major and accelerated advancing wave that will be driven 
by sustainably increasing inflation, declining real yields, and a declining US dollar. 
 
A sustainable rise in inflation is likely not a matter of if but rather a matter of when especially in 
consideration of all the fiscal stimulus and monetary stimulus already put into the system, both in the US 
and globally, and in consideration the certainty of even more fiscal stimulus is to come based on the US 
Blue Wave election outcome. 
 
I believe ongoing increases in Debt to GDP leads to declining Nominal Yields that eventually leads to 
increases in the Money Supply which eventually leads to increases in Inflation which leads to a reduction 
of Real Yields (i.e. as Nominal Yields are suppressed by policy makers due to high Debt to GDP levels).  
Over time, as inflation increases further nominal yields eventually become capped, again by policy makers 
due to high debt to GDP levels, which ultimately accelerates the decline in real yields which further drives 
and accelerates the ongoing G&PM secular bull market.  See related charts below: 
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It is likely US policy makers do not reduce the Broad Money Supply (i.e. M4), which was developed by 
Bill Barnett and can be tracked at the Centre for Financial Stability (i.e. here 
http://www.centerforfinancialstability.org/ ), and is a much better measure of the total money supply (i.e. 
better than M2 which is used in the charts above).  Importantly M4 is expanding at an even greater rate 
than M2 and until inflation reaches levels consistently above 2% (e.g. 3.5% to 4%) it is likely US policy 
makers do not reduce M4.  M4 is the broadest and most important measure of money, and it grew by a 
massive 28.9% in December 2020 on a year-over-year basis versus 27.7% in November.  This is three 
times greater than the rise of M4 following the Great Recession.  See chart below:” 
 

 
 
Again, look no further than the most recent FEDERAL RESERVE Press Release on April 28th, 2021 (see 
attached FED MONETARY POLICY & IMPLEMENTATION NOTE 21-04-28 (6 pages)) and Jerome 
Powell’s recent press conferences (see links below) to confirm the Federal Reserve’s commitment to using 
its full range of tools to achieve its dual mandate.  Specifically, maximum employment (i.e. including all 
groups of persons in an effort to help reduce the numerous wealth gaps, gender and racial gaps and 
associated tensions, and overall inequalities within the US which in turn ensures monetary policy will be 
highly accommodative for an extended period) and a sustained rise in inflation that symmetrically exceeds 
the 2% long run goal for an extended period (i.e. such that inflation averages 2% over time which due to 
the significant under achievement of this inflation goal over numerous years ensures monetary policy will 
remain highly accommodative for an extended period). 
 
US Federal Reserve - FOMC Meeting Press Conference April 27-28, 2021:  
The Fed - April 27-28, 2021 FOMC Meeting (federalreserve.gov)  
 
Further, reputable independent macro-economic thinkers and research firms such as Lawrence H. 
Summers, Capital Economics, and BCA also forecast that the Fed will remain behind the inflation curve 
and thus real yields will head back down once inflation eventually rises on a sustainable basis which will 
be very bullish for G&PM. 
 

http://www.centerforfinancialstability.org/
https://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/fomcpresconf20210428.htm
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Will the Biden stimulus lead to inflation? A conversation with 
Paul Krugman and Lawrence H. Summers 
Streamed live on Feb 12, 2021 

 Princeton University 
On Friday, February 12, Paul Krugman and Lawrence H. Summers will join Markus’ Academy for a conversation. 
 

(11) Will the Biden stimulus lead to inflation? A conversation with Paul Krugman and Lawrence H. 
Summers - YouTube 

 

 

C A P I T A L  E C O N O M I C S  

 

1 1 6  A p r  2 0 2 1  
US Economics Weekly 
 

Fed standing back as economy shifts into higher gear 
The economic data released this week reinforce our view that the recent fiscal stimulus and continued lifting 
of virus restrictions will drive a marked acceleration in GDP growth this year, while also putting sustained 
upward pressure on inflation. 

 

2 2 3  F e b  2 0 2 1  
US Economics Focus 
 

How much stimulus is too much? 
Much of the recent discussion on whether the proposed $1.9trn fiscal stimulus, equivalent to nearly 9% of 
GDP, could be too big when the output gap is closer to 3%, has glossed over the fact that the remaining 
shortfall in output is concentrated in the sectors most affected by the containment measures put in place to 
tackle the pandemic. The problem is deficient supply rather than demand. Once widespread vaccinations 
allow those restrictions to be lifted, however, this massive fiscal stimulus, which comes at a time when the 
Fed is resolute in its opposition to tightening monetary policy until it has achieved a “broad and inclusive” 
labor market recovery, will add to the lengthening list of factors that point to inflation surprising on the 
upside. 

 

 - Inflation Redux: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcBYSgQTxc126-lj_gdrO8Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TdNYb3aOi9o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TdNYb3aOi9o
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcBYSgQTxc126-lj_gdrO8Q
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As I have discussed at length the response to COVID-19 around the world has been to lower rates to near 
zero and to print massive amounts of new money used in both Monetary Policy and Fiscal Policy.  But 
this action has consequences, especially considering that the world was already sitting on a massive 
amount of debt prior to the coronavirus crisis.  With all the debt out there, monetary policy cannot be as 
effective.  If you are now at 50 basis points and you raise rates by 25 basis points.  That is a 50% increase 
in your borrowing costs at a time when the world has the greatest amount of debt we have ever had.  It 
would be a huge economic shock to put higher rates through the system with the massive level of debt to 
GDP.  The only way the governments have to get rid of some of that debt would be to inflate it away.  By 
inflating away the debt, that means getting inflation to uptick while keeping nominal yields behind the 
inflation rate to get negative real rates.  Effectively, policy makers have backed themselves into a corner 
and as a result, we need inflation to get us out of it.  We need to inflate away the debt.  We need modest 
secular inflation. 
 
The Honorable Jerome H. Powell, Chair of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, is 
required to say that the current U.S. debt is serviceable and not a problem..., however, even the Fed Chair 
now admits that the current annual deficit trajectory which adds to the already massive debt to GDP level 
is not sustainable and that if this is not changed (i.e. when the economy permits...) than this will be a very 
big problem (e.g. in the future...).  The Economic Club of Washington, D.C. hosted a virtual Signature 
Event on Wednesday, April 14 2021 where David Rubenstein interviewed Fed Chair Jerome Powell and 
this interview is worth a watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uApyYqklsR8  
 
Also worth a watch is the Virtual Hearing - Oversight of the Treasury Department’s and Federal Reserve 
that was held on Tuesday, March 23, 2021 @ 12:00 https://youtu.be/AQsLydo6mJI  
 
The problem with inflation is that once it starts to run hot, it is awfully hard to control, and that could be 
the problem the Federal Reserve eventually encounters.  We do not want inflation to run too hot and this 
is the risk with the Fed's Average Inflation Targeting (“AIT”) approach.  Further, people are losing 
confidence in US sound economic management and as such are less likely to hold U.S. debt and U.S. 
dollars which will further depress the dollar and exacerbate the coming inflation problem. 
 
In fact in my past IIC 2020-YE I wrote: “Following a counter trend rally in the US Dollar Index from the 
recent low of 89.20 say up 2% to 90.97 or 3% to 91.87 or 4% to 92.77% or possibly even as high as 
94’ish... (i.e. note this is not the US Trade-Weighted Dollar Index) I expect the US dollar bear market to 
continue in 2021 due to low US interest rates vs. its trading partners, strong global growth (i.e. the US 
dollar is a counter cyclical currency), and a widening US twin deficit.  This will push up imported goods 
inflation, as well as commodity prices (see BCA chart below). 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uApyYqklsR8
https://youtu.be/AQsLydo6mJI
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The US economy experienced two inflationary regimes over the past 90 years: from 1941 to 1951 and 
from 1965 to 1983.  In both instances, real rates in the US fell markedly lower as realized inflation and 
inflation expectations drifted up (see BCA chart below).  This outcome would be bullish for gold, as it 
would essentially become a high-yield asset.  
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While I do not expect rates to fall as drastically as in these previous regimes (i.e. over the short/medium 
term) I believe inflation expectations will continue to move up – as commodity prices rise, vaccines get 
distributed globally, and strong pent-up demand materializes – and that this will keep real rates 
depressed.  The vaccine-driven revival in consumer confidence will push the money velocity up.  Closer 
to the middle of the decade I could see 10-Yr Real Interest Rates declining from currently around -0.77% 
(and pointing back down again) to around -3% to -6%, possibly even further maybe a lot further, 
depending on how inflation progresses over the coming years (i.e. especially in 2023 to 2025).  
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At current record broad money levels (i.e. as shown above in the Recent Growth in Broad CFS Divisia 
Monetary Data chart), only a small increase in velocity can suffice to lift consumer price inflation.  
Starting in 2022, these demand-pull inflationary pressures, combined with my and BCA’s view that energy 
and base metals markets will tighten, should push realized inflation up.  Consequently, US real rates will 
remain low over the medium term, especially in the context of the Fed’s recent shift to Average Inflation 
Targeting.  Later this year and into next year this should be very bullish gold, based on both my modeling 
and BCA’s modeling (see BCA chart below): 
 

 
 
Our model highlights the importance of real bond yields and inflation expectations in driving the tactical 
outlook for gold, and these factors are likely to remain supportive over the coming years.  The Fed has 
committed to remain on hold for an extended period to allow for an inflation overshoot, and I expect that 
inflation expectations have meaningful further upside once the pandemic is clearly in its final innings.”  
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Below is an update from BCA on the US Dollar: 
 
27 April 2021 

BCA - US Dollar: What Will the 
Next Move Be? 
 

 
 
Sizable upward revisions to US growth projections – notably relative to its developed market counterparts 
– gave the US dollar a modest boost in the first quarter of 2021. The question is, where will the dollar go 
from here: Will it continue rising, or resume its weakening trend? While economic momentum still favors 
the US in the second quarter, we expect the gap with other countries will narrow dramatically. The US 
economy is on track to expand by 8.1% in the current quarter while Bloomberg consensus expects the 
euro area to grow by 7.4%, the UK by 17.4%, and Japan by 4.7%. In the EM space, vaccination campaigns 
should pick up steam and China will maintain adequate fiscal and monetary support for its economy, 
defying investor concerns. 
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Interest rate differentials are also dollar bearish.  Despite strong US growth, US 2-year real rates have 
continued to decline in relation to rates abroad, as have long-term differentials lately, which helps account 
for the dollar’s renewed weakness. The Fed’s dovish stance explains why stronger growth has given so 
little support to the dollar. And, although market expectations relative to the median Fed dot are as hawkish 
as they have ever been, we do not expect the Fed to start aggressively talking up the prospect of tapering 
asset purchases and accelerating the timeline to hiking rates. This is supported by current labor market 
dynamics in the US, where prime-age employment remains well below pre-pandemic levels. 
 
The dollar is also facing other headwinds. It is not a cheap currency, and one of the consequences of the 
dollar’s overvaluation has been a persistent trade deficit, which has widened sharply since early 2020. 
Excessively large budget deficits drain national savings, leading to a larger current account deficit. The 
dollar has usually weakened whenever the government has eased fiscal policy beyond what was necessary 
to close the output gap. Furthermore, technicals are also moving against the USD, notably momentum and 
sentiment. 
 
As noted in a previous Insight, the path of least resistance for the dollar over a 12-month horizon is 
downwards, as global growth momentum rotates from the US to the rest of the world, the Fed maintains 
its ultra-accommodative monetary stance, and the US struggles to finance its burgeoning trade deficit. 
 
Inflating away the worlds massive debt burdens (i.e. residing at 356% Public & Private Debt to GDP 
worldwide with 425% in DM, 250% in EM, and 330% in China) is the mandate being pursued by the 
worlds policy makers and I suspect they will eventually get what they wish for and then some. 
 
China (and Russia among others) have seen the acceleration of the Global Debt Supercycle Reset 
(“GDSR”) coming and have been actively building massive gold holdings as a hedge against; negative 
real rates, currency debasement, sovereign debt default risks including US, and the associated issues (e.g. 
US / China geopolitical tensions, among others).  It is my belief that China has been advancing a master 
long term GDS strategy against the US in an effort to eventually weaponize the GDSR against the US at 
a time that China is in a position to supersede the US as the world’s supreme superpower. 
 
China Generals Urge More Spending for U.S. Conflict ‘Trap’ 

Bloomberg News - Updated on March 9, 2021, 6:27 AM EST 
•  Beijing must prepare for ‘Thucydides Trap,’ Xu Qiliang says 
•  Unusual acknowledgment of conflict risk between two big powers 
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How many potential tonnes of gold held by the Chinese? 
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Even the US has been increasing the cumulative gold potentially held in the USA with large net gold 
imports in 2020 (i.e. for the first time in 10 years): 
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How many potential tonnes of gold held by the US? 
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I believe the ultimate resolution of the massive global debt to GDP imbalance (i.e. the Global Debt 
Supercycle Reset (“GDSR”)) will occur when China decides for this reset to occur or when markets take 
back control of themselves from policy makers and capital will again cost something.  Eventually, global 
policy makers will not be able to increase debt to GDP to solve the massive debt to GDP problems (i.e. as 
they principally did in August 1998, 2000-Q1, 2008-Q4, 2018-Q4, and 2020-Q1) at which point this will 
be the end game for the GDSR.  Every reflation only increases the imbalances and draws the end game 
closer. 
 
Today’s fragile Everything Bubble and Debt Trap is a product of failed policymaking doctrine, 
inflationism, and years of deepening Monetary Disorder.  The Fed has made a catastrophic mistake in 
repeatedly backstopping markets, distorting risk perceptions, and perpetuating history’s greatest period of 
financial and speculative excess. 
 
The corrosiveness of unsound money is as insidious as it is today conspicuous.  Inflationism has already 
wrought irreparable damage upon the fabric of our society.  The cost of the almost $8 TN Fed “money 
printing” melee is just beginning to come into clearer focus little lone the overall cumulative debts both 
in the US and globally relative to GDP since Big Al (i.e. “the Maestro”) began this “Grand Policy 
Experiment” that has trapped virtually all policy makers into its unrelenting grip. 
 
As the bond market begins to incorporate longer term inflationary expectations, it is going to end up 
impacting the U.S. government's finances, which is going to bring about a whole set of new problems.  
There is going to be increased focus on the financial state of the U.S. government and in fact most all 
sovereigns.  With all of this in mind, gold will be viewed as a solution by most investors.  Almost every 
financial asset is somebody else's liability, including all the bonds that are outstanding.  However, gold 
will be perceived, as it should, “as a financial asset that is no one else’s liability”.  That itself will be 
another huge driver for the later part of this G&PM secular bull market.  For now the ongoing G&PM 
secular bull market will continue to advance, in a stair step fashion, as the GDSR draws nearer.  Ultimately, 
G&PM should conclude the later part of their secular bull market with a massive mania blow-off top. 
 
Bottomline - I am not the only one who believes that capitalism does not work unless capital costs 
something... and markets do not work unless they are allowed to rise and fall... the Center for Financial 
Stability Advisory Board Member Sheila Bair and President Lawrence Goodman also share this same 
belief as do many other esteemed academics and long-standing grizzled veteran investment professionals. 
 
 
UPDATE ON THE LONG-TERM PRIMARY FUNDAMENTAL DRIVERS OF 
THE G&PM SECULAR BULL MARKET: 
 
I have written at length about the long term primary fundamental drivers of the G&PM secular bull market in my 
IIC’s over the past 17 years.  In summary it is the combination of aging population demographics, democratic 
societies with short term election cycles (e.g. four years), unanchored FIAT based monetary and fiscal policy 
systems (e.g. Nixon taking the US dollar off the gold peg in 1971), and the Thucydides Trap / rising conflict between 
China and the US that are driving the Global Debt Supercycle (i.e. escalating and accelerating global debt to GDP 
levels - which most assuredly are past the point of no-return in that these are unsustainable over the long term) 
which in turn drives the secular G&PM bull market. 
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Dr. Nouriel Roubini (i.e. a Professor of Economics at New York University’s Stern School of Business, CEO of 
Roubini Macro Associates, LLC, a global macroeconomic consultancy firm in New York, as well as Co-Founder 
of Rosa & Roubini Associates based out of London, who called the recession due to the credit and housing market 
bubble in advance in 2006 in his address to the IMF) also understands, extremely well, the macro landscape and the 
outlook for G&PM.  I highly recommend the reader subscribe to his fortnightly broadcast which offers exceptionally 
good value at NourielToday.  In fact due to the importance of getting the inflation / disinflation / deflation call 
right and the associated market implications I recommend the reader buy for $10 the April 20th, 2021 
NourielToday broadcast on the outlook for inflation: 

What is the Outlook for Inflation and What are the Market Implications? 
What drove the Great Moderation and the secular fall in inflation? 
Are we at the end of the secular bull market in bonds? 
Will the rise in inflation be temporary? 
What are the factors that may lead to a permanent rise in inflation and thus cause stagflation? 
What are the factors that may keep inflation low? 
What is the market impact of a rise in inflation? 
Which assets are a good hedge against a rise in inflation? 

However, as relates to the long term primary fundamental drivers of the G&PM secular bull market, I present below 
Nouriel’s Broadcast on Tuesday, April 27th, 2021 - The Outlook for the Gold Market: 
 

 
 

Nouriel’s Broadcast Tuesday, April 27th, 2021 - 
The Outlook for the Gold Market 

Recent trends in gold prices 
The historical Gold Standard and Gold Exchange Standard 

Gold since the move to flexible exchange rates 
What are the factors that could lead to higher gold prices ahead? 

What are the factors that could lead to lower gold prices? 
Is there a monetary/currency future for gold? 
Will Bitcoin become the new “Digital Gold”? 

https://youtu.be/JT2NF5H5KBI   

https://www.nourieltoday.com/
https://www.nourieltoday.com/
https://youtu.be/JT2NF5H5KBI
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Bottomline – INTAC expects a catalyst to emerge in the second half of 2021 that once again drives gold higher.  
The most likely catalyst would be excessive inflationary expectations.  See attached a brief article - IS 
STAGFLATION COMING APR 14, 2021 NOURIEL ROUBINI (2 pages) which discuss the potential for a 
persistent secular increase in inflation.  Already, inflation expectations have returned to pre-pandemic norms, 
although several developments suggest it could spiral out of control: 

o $1.9 trillion of additional fiscal stimulus was just introduced on top of the past $900 Billion 
stimuli, some of which has yet to be spent; 

o Multi-Trillions more in fiscal spending on Infrastructure, the Family Cares Act, and eventually a 
Green New Deal are in the works and should be able to be passed through the reconciliation 
process.  The idea that the costs for all these programs will not be adding to the already massive 
debts and will be fully offset by higher growth and taxes is fanciful as balanced budgets virtually 
never occur in reality; 

o The U.S. Federal Reserve (Fed) continues to purchase $120 billion of Treasuries and mortgage-
backed securities each month; 

o Lumber, oil, copper, food staples and other commodities prices have been on the rise, many 
reaching multi-year highs; 

o Shortages of semiconductors, shipping containers and truck drivers have been documented; 
o Many people are content to stay out of the workforce, collecting generous government aid 

checks; and 
o Purchasing power of American families has reached record highs. 

Further into 2022, once the trillions of stimulus dollars have been spent, other systemic risk catalysts may also 
emerge, such as a fiscal cliff and a weakening economy, global debt problems, US dollar weakness and/or black 
swans caused by radical fiscal and monetary policies.  INTAC believes the G&PM secular bull market remains 
intact and expects the gold price to surpass at least $3,000 per ounce over the medium-term and that over the long 
term it may well exceed $15,000 per ounce during the ultimate mania top. 
 
 
REBALANCING & WHERE WE ARE IN THE ONGOING G&PM SECULAR 
BULL MARKET: 
 
I forecasted in late 2015 the end of the cyclical bear market in G&PM and the commencement of the 2nd half of the 
G&PM secular bull market and then I advised in 2018-Q4 that the advancing phase of the 2nd half of the G&PM 
secular bull market has commenced and during these periods I urged all G&PM investors to reset their allocation 
to G&PM back up to their maximum comfortable allocation.  INTAC continues to recommend that you set your 
overall level of investment in G&PM at an appropriate percentage of your total investable net worth (e.g. a 
percentage that you are comfortable with such as 5%, or 10% or 15% or 20% or possibly more - in certain 
circumstances) and that you achieve this allocation NOW DURING THIS CURRENT G&PM PULL BACK AND 
ALLOW INTAC TO UTILIZE ITS MARKET TIMING MODELS for investment.  Further, we continue to 
recommend that you rebalance your allocation to G&PM either up or down to your desired percentage once annually 
and if the delta to achieve this reset is significant (i.e. due to a large gain or loss in the prior year of your various 
respective investments) then you should also affect this reset through dollar cost averaging. 
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The Chart Below Compares the Gold Bull Markets Of 1970 Vs 2000: 
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The Chart Below Compares Gold Bull Markets That Followed Bear Markets: 
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The Chart Below Shows All Barrons Gold Mining Index (BGMI) Rallies Since 1942: 
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The Chart Below Shows the Barrons Gold Mining Index (BGMI) Rallies Of The 1970’s Vs. Since 2000:” 
 

 
 
Waiting for Inflation 
 
Inflation will most likely be the catalyst to get gold back into its bullish mode later this year and/or in 2022-Q1 and 
the current investment environment is a massive misallocation of capital flows.  Specifically, the obsession with 
bitcoin and explosive meme stocks (e.g. GameStop, etc.) are attracting capital flows.  This is not going to last.  Gold 
is currently being shunned by non-central bank capital flows (i.e. largely US retail); however, this too will change 
when sustainable inflation takes hold. 
 
Most likely inflation will be the trigger that undoes these new trends and shifts investors' attention back to gold.  
The chart below shows in yellow when gold most diverges from bitcoin: in its bold rallies!  In the 2013 bubble, 
gold went down strongly, and in the 2017 bubble, gold went largely sideways and a bit down.  Gold started diverging 
from bitcoin again in late 2019 and has gone down sharply in this bitcoin surge into April. 
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Bitcoin does not trade like gold, so how can it be an inflationary hedge?  Do not confuse bitcoin with gold and do 
not think of bitcoin as a safe haven.  Please see attached Bitcoin & Cryptocurrencies Related Research (14 pages) 
for more information. 
 
It has occurred to me that the social media movement to clear out all the shorts in general equities and get US private 
investors to pile into bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies (i.e. and not G&PM) may be initiatives by China & Russia.  
The approximately two trillion that has flowed into cryptocurrencies that has not flowed into G&PM has 
undoubtedly allowed China and Russia to accumulate gold and silver in size at lower prices.  In fact it is estimated 
that if not for the capital flows into bitcoin the gold price would already be at $2,300 per ounce.  It will be interesting 
to see if bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies ultimately store any value for long term US private investors when the 
GDSR end game plays out or if in the end they were in fact a planned capital allocation weapon by China and Russia 
while they continued to accumulate massive gold and silver holdings.  As a store of value and a long-term 
investment I prefer to hold what those who make the rules own and I do not see any reputable governments and/or 
large balance sheet central banks buying bitcoin and/or other cryptocurrencies (i.e. including the USA), however, I 
do see them all, including the US Treasury & FED, actively accumulating large positions in G&PM.  In fact the old 
saying goes he who owns the gold makes the rules. 
 
However, speculators may do well by speculating in bitcoin and a basket of other cryptocurrencies and it would be 
important to own a diversified basket of cryptocurrencies, including some exposure to an eco-friendlier proof of 
stake cryptocurrency such as Ethereum with a total allocation of say 25% of their anti-fiat portfolio to crypto (i.e. 
with 75% in G&PM) and applying a simple trading strategy due to the extreme volatility in cryptocurrencies.  For 
more speculative investors, a simple rule of thumb could work: Buy cryptocurrencies when they drop 50% and sell 
when they overtake their previous highs.  As shown in the chart below, cryptocurrencies drop at least 40%-50% 
every year or so, providing ample opportunity to accumulate long positions. 
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A variety of economists out there are saying that inflation will not be a problem because we got too much debt. 
That belief is going to be unraveled by a black swan event that is perceived as being massively inflationary.  As 
previously discussed, there are many factors that will most likely drive inflation higher and potentially much higher 
over the coming years.  However, another potential shock, not yet discussed, for which there are many (e.g. an 
escalation in the global economic war that is currently underway between US and China/Russia/Iran/& the North 
Korea block that further reverses globalization and dismantles global supply chains, and/or a heated conflict war in 
the Straights of Taiwan and/or Ukraine and/or Iran and/or Iraq and/or North Korea, and/or an oil supply crisis, 
and/or a global agricultural crisis).  In fact the grains market is already in a huge demand boom right now and if we 
have any weather disruptions, especially considering the ongoing and forecasted rising demand, then grain prices 
will go much higher, and it will set off an inflationary problem.  This could spill over into other things as well, 
including copper and oil.  In an inflationary shock, whatever the catalyst is that sets it off, one thing is virtually for 
certain, investors will come back to the gold market in a huge way.  Such an inflationary disruption could come out 
of nowhere and would change the whole global investment landscape and this may be in the interests of the 
China/Russia/Iran/& the North Korea block especially if they are more prepared for an inflationary shock when it 
is launched. 
 
Another food price shock is likely not imminent however it cannot be dismissed over the medium to long term.  The 
world has gotten richer in the last 20 years, and the global grain demand has gone up from 1.5% year-over-year to 
almost 3%.  As people around the world get wealthier, they want more protein in their diet; this is where grain 
comes in.  And so far, higher demand has been met with excellent global growing conditions.  But the weather is 
changing, and we could be facing more disruptive weather patterns.  Just look at what happened in Texas this year.  
If we see more extremes like that, it is going to hurt grain supply amid higher demand. 
 
However, over the short term AGS are vulnerable to the downside amid bullish sentiment and elevated net 
speculative long positions.  Commodities were a bright spot-on Tuesday April 27th, despite uninspiring 
performances by other risk assets.  BCA’s Commodity & Energy strategists have been arguing that idiosyncratic 
forces are buoying industrial commodities: a capex deficit in metals, and production management and capital 
discipline in oil.  But even agricultural commodities which are less exposed to cyclical forces are on a tear.  The 
GSCI Agricultural Commodity Index rallied 37% in H2 2020 and is up another 15% so far in April to levels last 
seen in 2013.  
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The behavior of agricultural markets reflects the expected impact of adverse weather conditions.  Unfavorable 
weather is weighing down the outlook for corn and soybean supplies in the US and Brazil and poor conditions in 
Russia and France are reducing wheat production expectations.  Meanwhile, China is ramping up its purchases.  As 
a result, the US Department of Agriculture revised down global year-end inventories for wheat and corn in its April 
WASDE.  According to the latest forecasts, global stocks-to-use ratios – which adjust inventories according to 
consumption – are projected to decline this crop year for corn, soybeans and wheat. 
 
Although there is a fundamental case for the run up in prices, the outlook is less certain.  Sentiment is extremely 
bullish and net speculative long positions are very elevated.  From a contrarian perspective, these indicators suggest 
that grain prices are vulnerable to the downside.  Moreover, even though inventories are expected to decline this 
year, they remain relatively elevated.  Thus, worries about another food price shock are likely premature.  The new 
crop year will provide farmers with a fresh planting season to respond to these market conditions. 
 
Eventually, however, a catalyst will arrive that helps unanchored inflation expectations and launches the immensely 
powerful fundamental forces that are beginning to drive inflation higher which will make the rise in inflation more 
sustainable and self-reinforcing.  Before the end of the G&PM secular bull market, we will experience an inflation 
regime change where the great moderation of the past 40 years transitions into an era of a persistent secular increase 
in inflation and eventually possibly even stagflationary pressures and a new period of macro instability, and as this 
occurs gold could reach $15,000 an ounce, which some respected G&PM analysts say is a conservative estimate.  
INTAC believes we will see at least a $6,000 and possibly a $15,000 per ounce gold price before this secular G&PM 
bull market is over. 
 
One of the relationships that we look at is the amount of money that has been printed globally and the gold price.  
A likely trigger for the G&PM mania phase would be a recognition by federal governments of the precarious 
financial conditions they are in, which will lead to direct debt monetization.  This direct debt monetization should 
set off a massive inflationary problem as soon mid-decade.  For patient investors with long-term horizons, we 
recommend aggressive accumulation of G&PM on price weakness over 2021 which likely will be the Last Great 
Buying Opportunity in G&PM (i.e. in the second half of the current G&PM Secular Bull Market). 
 
Further, while we are waiting on sustained inflation the current environment will favor the price of silver relative 
to that of gold.  The BCA R-Star Indicator remains at a record high, which implies that the Fed funds rate is well 
below the US neutral rate of interest.  This means that the economy will remain healthy for as long as the indicator 
is above zero.  Strong activity will greatly benefit silver relative to gold as the former’s demand skews much more 
heavily toward industrial uses and the Go Green Drive.  Thus, silver (and platinum, which also benefits from 
substantial industrial & Go Green demands) currently remain our preferred reflation/growth play within metals and 
a short gold relative to longs in silver and/or platinum is an attractive pairs trading strategy. 
 

Sprott - The Value of Silver: 
Senior Portfolio Manager Maria Smirnova joins host Ed Coyne for a comprehensive 
analysis of all things silver.  With its dual qualities of being a monetary metal and 
an industrial metal, silver occupies a unique position in the investing landscape. 
Smirnova provides insights on the supply-side dynamics of silver, the current state 
of the gold/silver ratio and the inherent complexity of evaluating mining stocks. 

Listen Now 

 

https://elink.clickdimensions.com/c/6/?T=ODQ0Mjg2ODc%3AMDItYjIxMTEyLTQ1ODZmNDZkYzliYzQ2NGFhNDk2MDQxZjgyOWY4M2Y5%3AbXBsYXh0b24uaW50YWNAc3VyZmJ2aS5jb20%3AY29udGFjdC1iMWZkYmIwMThlODBlODExYTk1NTAwMGQzYWYzZjE3ZS0xMDAyNTJlYTkyZjM0ODhiODgzYjMwZWQ4YWViMGJkMg%3AZmFsc2U%3AMg%3AJTdCJTI1MjJVcmxJZE9mZnNldCUyNTIyJTI1M0ExJTdE%3AaHR0cHM6Ly9zcHJvdHQuY29tL3BvZGNhc3QvZXAzLz91dG1fc291cmNlPWluc2lnaHRzJnV0bV9tZWRpdW09ZW1haWwmdXRtX2NhbXBhaWduPXBvZGNhc3QmX2NsZGVlPWJYQnNZWGgwYjI0dWFXNTBZV05BYzNWeVptSjJhUzVqYjIwJTNkJnJlY2lwaWVudGlkPWNvbnRhY3QtYjFmZGJiMDE4ZTgwZTgxMWE5NTUwMDBkM2FmM2YxN2UtMTAwMjUyZWE5MmYzNDg4Yjg4M2IzMGVkOGFlYjBiZDImZXNpZD03MTM3ZjdkNC1iZmEyLWViMTEtYjFhYy0wMDBkM2E4NGU1N2I&K=suWtW5g39qPYEK8XzhH55Q
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CHARTS FOR TIMING THE NEXT G&PM INTERMEDIATE CYCLE LOW 
(ICL): 
 
Regarding timing the next intermediate cycle bottom in G&PM I have created and use numerous models, signals, 
and charts to assist in determining potential areas for building back G&PM exposure.  In my past IIC 2020-YE I 
listed numerous charts that denoted key first order pull back levels for adding back G&PM exposure that were 
reached on March 31st, 2021.  I also listed second order pull back levels for select G&PM charts that can be used to 
increase G&PM exposure (e.g. if reached in the seasonally weak periods of late May and/or June).  If we have the 
second order G&PM pull back levels reached in late May and/or June 2021 this would provide a further opportunity 
to increase G&PM exposure.  I recommend the reader go back and review the charts from my past IIC 2020-YE 
pages 25 to 77 to review the accuracy of my first order pull back levels for adding back G&PM exposure that were 
reached on March 31st, 2021 and to see the potential for second order G&PM pull back levels that may be reached 
in late May and/or June 2021 which would then provide another opportunity to increase G&PM exposure. 
 
 
SELECT GOLD & SILVER MINING ETF/FUND/& COMPANY CHARTS: 
 
Although gold prices declined by nearly 10% in the first quarter of 2021, the sector still has plenty of value, and 
select companies can generate strong cash flow with a $1,700 gold price.  Clean balance sheets and lower debt 
means that even in a lower gold price environment, compared to the highs of last year, companies are still able to 
generate sold margins. 
 
In fact, it is the best market I have ever seen for the G&PM mining sector; G&PM mining companies are in great 
shape and are in a strong position to give back to shareholders. 
 
Stability in the mining sector in the first quarter could go a long way to attracting new investors to the marketplace.  
At some point, investors will recognize just how undervalued G&PM mining companies are.  Steady performance 
of G&PM mining companies into the middle of the year could be very constructive for companies and investors.  
That, along with company valuations, will eventually change attitudes.  So consistency and valuations are going to 
become real key for bringing in a broader audience. 
 
Through 2020, gold averaged $1707/ounce while silver averaged just over $22/ounce.  Despite the recent weakness 
in gold and silver, both metals continue to trade above their 2020 averages and in fact the average silver price in 
2021 has traded meaningfully above its 2020 average.  Producers in our G&PM Strategy are expected to generate 
record profit margins in 2021 at prevailing metal prices while delivering strong EPS and FCF growth.  Valuation 
multiples are also at a trough, but not for long.  We rarely see the combination of low multiples and rising earnings. 
 
2021 will continue the trend of miners posting strong increases in profits, free cash flows and dividends.  Profits 
have been rising but multiples have not.  Select G&PM managers, whom I allocate capital with, and I both believe 
this is getting ready to change as miners embark into the middle innings of the precious metal bull market where 
investment gains are created by a sweet combination of rising profits and rising multiples. 
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Further, G&PM mining companies sitting on piles of cash are expected to increase their M&A activities as the 
global economy continues to recover from the COVID-19 pandemic and travel restrictions are eased / lifted .  There 
are opportunities for G&PM mining companies with cash to pursue mergers and acquisitions and consolidation in 
the sector could lead to better liquidity, which would attract even more generalist investors to the G&PM mining 
sector.  INTAC’s G&PM Strategy also holds several attractive acquisition candidates. 
 
It is important not to lose sight of the big picture.  We are in a precious metals bull market and March 31st, 2021 
appears to have marked an important first order low for the G&PM sector during this consolidation phase.  Either 
this recent low or potentially a retest of this low in late May and/or June at either higher or lower levels may well 
mark the lows for G&PM miners during this ongoing consolidation period. 
 
We recommend using a dollar cost averaging strategy with accelerated buying on pull backs (e.g. March 31st, 2021, 
potentially late May 2021 / June 2021, and again in December 2021) to build back sizable allocations in precious 
metal miners, that appear poised for a massive move higher once sustainable inflation arrives, as a prudent long-
term investment strategy. 
 
Below I have included charts for select G&PM Mining ETF’s, a G&PM Mining Fund, and select G&PM Mining 
Companies, in order of preference and weighting, which I view as having extraordinarily strong fundamentals (e.g. 
great management teams, great assets, attractive growth profiles, good jurisdictional risk profiles, excellent value, 
strong balance sheets, attractive shareholder return policies, good ESG policies, good liquidity, attractive LTV rates, 
among many other strong fundamental factors) and an excellent technical profile especially in consideration of 
relative value pairs trading strategies:  
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In addition to the G&PM ETF’s / Mutual Fund / and several stocks listed above I also like the following G&PM 
stocks and may add these holdings back to our portfolio once relative value and technicals improve: NCM.ASX 
(already have), EVN.ASX (already have), HL (DCA’ing in on current April 29th/30th sell off), PAAS, AG, MAG, 
FSM, WPM, SILV, GFI, EDV.TSE, NEM, AUY, AEM, BTG, OR.TSE. 
 
Attractive smaller market capitalization stocks, that may be potential M&A targets, for consideration include: 
RSG-ASX, SBB.TSE, SA, OSK.TSE, BSX.TSE, JAG.TSE, EXK, KOR, LGD.TSE, and SKE.TSE. 
 
 
LIST OF IMPORTANT CALENDAR EVENTS THAT CAN AFFECT THE G&PM 
SECTOR (I.E. FOMC MEETING & NFP DATES FOR 2021): 
 

2021 FOMC Meetings 
 
2021 FOMC Meetings 
April 
27-28 
 
June 
15-16* 
 
July 
27-28 
 
September 
21-22* 
 
November 
2-3 
 
December 
14-15* 
 
* Meeting associated with a Summary of Economic Projections. 
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Non-Farm Payroll Dates 2021 
NFP (Nonfarm Payroll) – Released by the US Department of Labor – is 
the most important data in the US. Presents the number of people on 
the payrolls of all non-agricultural businesses. Usually published the first 
Friday of each month, at 8:30 am EST, it is a major economic indicator 
that measures the employment situation on the USA. 

Schedule of Releases for the Employment 
Situation 

 
Reference Month Release Date Release Time 

April 2021 May 07, 2021 08:30 AM 

May 2021 Jun. 04, 2021 08:30 AM 

June 2021 Jul. 02, 2021 08:30 AM 

July 2021 Aug. 06, 2021 08:30 AM 

August 2021 Sep. 03, 2021 08:30 AM 

September 2021 Oct. 08, 2021 08:30 AM 

October 2021 Nov. 05, 2021 08:30 AM 

November 2021 Dec. 03, 2021 08:30 AM 

 
It is important to be aware of the above dates and to consider month end and especially quarter end window dressing 
by the banks.  Often the bullion banks will either suppress or pump up the COT paper gold price going into such 
key dates / releases depending on their positions and related remuneration and/or as instructed by the central bank 
(i.e. who is buying $120 Billion USD per month of paper assets off the member banks balance sheets while 
instructing the member banks exactly how to manage markets in accordance with the central banks wealth effect 
objectives).  

http://www.dol.gov/
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CONCLUDING REMARKS: 
 
As we advised in one of our past investment commentaries on October 29th, 2018 (i.e. see original text in italic 
below with original chart below and then the updated charts each below this) we continue to advise that G&PM 
investors stay the course with their long-term G&PM strategy.  We believe the second half of the G&PM secular 
bull market started back in December 2015 for gold and January 19th, 2016, for gold & silver mining shares and in 
2019-Q2 the gold price broke out above its neckline on its massive inverse head and shoulders formation, providing 
further credence to our bullish view.  Confirmation of this being a sustainable breakout has also occurred and the 
gold price in USD has also broke out to new all-time highs (i.e. again as I forecasted it would). 
 
The following was written in October 2018: “To the gold shorts and dollar longs: get ready to run for the hills!  
As painful as it has been for long-term investors in precious metals, hang in there!  In our opinion, the extreme 
condition of market structure and investor sentiment suggests that, at the very least, a trading low is at hand, 
while broad macro- and gold-specific microeconomic fundamentals suggest a resumption of the uptrend in metal 
prices from the December 2015 low (see chart below) is not far off.” 
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The following pages present BIG PICTURE charts on the XAU (i.e. G&PM) and the S&P 500 and these charts 
together with my prior notes on these charts are very telling. 
 
“Years of bailouts and market supports have in our opinion inured investors to the implications of systemic risks 
and reduced demand for systemic insurance solutions such as physical gold and related mining assets.  Throughout 
history, periods of complacency rarely ended well.  The time to buy insurance is when risk perceptions are the 
lowest making insurance cheap relative to the risk.  We believe that now is such a time and we are in good 
company.” 
 
“The below chart shows that risk is still very expensive (i.e. S&P 500) relative to insurance (i.e. Gold & Silver 
Mining Index):” 
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“The current level (i.e. 40.47) and above on the SPX:XAU ratio should be used as an excellent time to add to 
your insurance and reduce your risk through an averaging strategy.” 
See updated charts below: 
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“We advised well ahead of time that 2019 would be a pivotal year for G&PM investors and this proved to be the 
case.  Those strong and steadfast G&PM investors that did not capitulate at the end of 2015 or throw in the towel 
in the second half of 2018 have been rewarded with significant out-performance since the commencement of the 
second half of the G&PM secular bull market (i.e. since December 31st, 2015).  Further, we believe the well-
deserved rewards will really stack up following the second leg up of this unfolding G&PM secular bull market.  The 
Federal Reserve’s 180-degree reverse course on monetary policy tightening on January 30th, 2019 has proven to 
be bullish for our G&PM holdings over 2019 and its easy monetary policy measures have continued which is really 
putting a fire under G&PM. 
 
INTAC has experienced excellent gains in our book of G&PM in 2019.  It will certainly be easier to hold G&PM 
investments as generalist investors continue allocating investment capital to the G&PM sector, which, we believe, 
can only accommodate such investment capital through much higher prices.  As G&PM technical indicators have 
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again broken out to the upside this should, following some healthy backing and filling, cause a ripple effect, over 
time, that should feed upon itself leading to further gains resulting in further allocations from additional generalist 
investors resulting in even further gains over the coming several years.  We expect this to ultimately end in a mania 
during the late stages of this G&PM secular bull market, which may take our initial intended time horizon of the 
year-end 2020 to the year-end 2024 out to the year-end 2026 to year-end 2030 and should provide even greater 
returns!  The following chart gives an indication of the number of steps up the second half of the secular bull market 
may take.  Based on the size of the first step up and the ascent of the start of the second step up it appears as though 
the second half of the secular bull market may be orders of magnitude greater than the first half of the secular bull 
market.” 
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As detailed in our performance review at the outset of this commentary, we are pleased that, INTAC’s aggressive 
accounts have outperformed gold, all G&PM mining share indices and ETF’s, our G&PM peer group, and the S&P 
500 Index (i.e. not a relevant benchmark) since the end of 2015.  We will continue to work tirelessly, in an effort, 
to maintain this outperformance and maximize the potential G&PM secular bull market returns for our loyal clients 
who are invested in our strategy through our INTAC Managed Allocation & Gold Asset Class Portfolio. 
 
We urge you to consider the investment strategies being employed, in the context of prevailing market conditions, 
in all your investment and savings accounts to ensure your overall allocation is diversified and prudent for your 
individual circumstances.  INTAC continues to recommend that you set your overall level of investment in G&PM 
at an appropriate percentage of your net worth (e.g. a percentage that you are comfortable with such as 5%, or 10%, 
or 20% or in certain special circumstances potentially higher) and that you achieve this allocation through dollar 
cost averaging over the next several months.  Further, we continue to recommend that you rebalance your allocation 
to G&PM either up or down to reset it to your desired percentage once annually and if the delta to achieve this reset 
is significant (i.e. due to a large gain or loss in the prior year) then you should affect this reset through dollar cost 
averaging. 
 
We are convinced that the INTAC Global Investments – Managed Allocation & Gold Asset Class Portfolio will be 
very well positioned for the medium to long-term and that our concentrated, overweight, and at times leveraged 
investment in precious metals mining shares and related investments with an active allocation in and out of gold & 
silver bullion and/or cash / cash equivalents or margin, will pro-offer stellar gains on an absolute, relative, and risk 
adjusted basis over the next several years. 
 
Best Regards,  
James Mark Plaxton 
James Mark Plaxton B.Sc. Eng. / B.Comm. Minor 
Founder, Executive Chairman, & Chief Investment Officer 
Cell: 1-340-690-4228 
Skype: mplaxton 
mplaxton.intac@surfbvi.com 
mplaxton@intacglobal.com   

mailto:mplaxton.intac@surfbvi.com
mailto:mplaxton@intacglobal.com
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This Investment Commentary reflects the views of INTAC as of the date or dates cited and may change at any time.  The information should not be construed 
as investment advice.  No representation is made concerning the accuracy of cited data, nor is there any guarantee that any projection, forecast or opinion 
will be realized.  References to stocks, securities, ETF’s, Funds, and/or investments should not be considered recommendations to buy or sell.  Past 
performance is not a guide to future performance.  Securities that are referenced may be held in portfolios managed by INTAC and/or by principals, employees 
and associates of INTAC, and such references should not be deemed as an understanding of any future position, buying or selling, that may be taken by INTAC.  
We extensively include research, analysis, charts and/or quotes from reports, articles, and commentaries published by other sources we deem to be reputable 
(e.g. the world’s best performing Gold & Precious Metals Fund Managers, leading Independent Macro Economic Research Firms, award winning buyside 
and sell side research, etc.).  The research, analysis, charts and/or quotes and materials that we reproduce are selected because, in our view, they provide an 
interesting, provocative and/or enlightening perspective on current events that complement our extensive research and analysis (i.e. on Fundamentals, Interest 
Rates & Inflation, Inter Markets, Fund Flows, COT & Gold ETF Positioning, Elliot Wave Principles, Sentiment, Cycles, and Technical Analysis).  Their 
reproduction in no way implies that we endorse any part of the material or investment recommendations published on those reports and sites. 
 
THIS DOCUMENT AND ITS CONTENTS ARE CONFIDENTIAL AND ARE NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION 
 
No offer to buy or sell securities is made by this commentary.  This commentary is intended for sophisticated and/or professional accredited investors or 
investment managers only.  This commentary is intended to provide a summary description of INTAC’s investment views at the date of publication.  Prospective 
investors are encouraged to obtain independent investment, legal, and taxation advice concerning any investment(s) and should not base their decision(s) on 
whether to invest in any investment(s) upon the material provided herein. 
 
There are no representations and/or warranties made herein by INTAC, its associated companies, and related shareholders, directors, management, 
employees, and/or agents (in the aggregate being “the Agent”) and investors will only be able to rely on the representations and warranties contained in a 
subscription agreement or other investment documentation that may be entered into with the Agent.  This document is strictly confidential and neither this 
document nor any of its contents are to be distributed to third parties without the prior written consent of the Agent. 
 
This document is not, and under no circumstances is it to be construed as an advertisement and/or a public offering of any investments.  No securities regulatory 
authority or similar authority has reviewed or in any way passed upon this commentary or the merits of this information.  This document has been prepared 
for information purposes only with its intended use solely being to assist clients and prospective investors in evaluating the Agent’s investment views and 
related investment strategies.  By viewing this document or any other information in connection with an investment through the Agent, the client and/or 
prospective investor agrees: (1) to keep strictly confidential the contents of this document and such other information and not to disclose such document, the 
contents thereof or any such information to any third party or otherwise use the information for any purpose other than evaluation by such client or prospective 
investor for its intended use; and (2) not to copy all or any portion of this document, or any such other information. 
 
Nothing in this content should be considered a solicitation to buy or an offer to sell shares of any investment in any jurisdiction where the offer or solicitation 
would be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction, nor is it intended as investment, tax, financial, or legal advice. Investors should seek such 
professional advice for their particular situation and jurisdiction. 
 
No representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is made and no responsibility or liability is accepted by the Agent as to the accuracy or 
completeness of the information contained herein or any other information, representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, made by the Agent 
in connection with the offering and/or investment of any investments described and/or mentioned herein. 
 
FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION 
 
This document contains statements that, to the extent that they are not historical fact, may constitute “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of any 
applicable securities legislation.  Any statements regarding future-plans, objectives or economic performance of the Agent, or the assumption underlying any 
of the foregoing, constitute forward-looking information.  This document uses words such as “may”, “would”, “could”, “will”, “likely”, “except”, 
“anticipate”, “believe”, “intend”, “plan”, “forecast”, “project”, “estimate”, “outlook”, and other similar expressions to identify forward-looking 
statements.  Actual results, performance or achievement could differ materially from that expressed in or implied by; any forward-looking statements in this 
document, and, accordingly, clients and potential investors should not place undue reliance on any such forward-looking statements. 
 
Forward-looking information involves significant risks, assumptions, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual future results or anticipated events 
to differ materially from those expressed or implied in any forward-looking statements and accordingly, should not be read as guarantees of future performance 
or results.  Any forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which such statement is made, and the Agent disclaims any intention or obligation to 
update or revise any forward-looking information, where as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, unless required by applicable law. 
 
Source: INTAC 
Author: James Mark Plaxton 
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